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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

As highlighted on the intraday chart, be prepared to trade a logical short-term bullish bounce up 

off 2,110 while at the same time being equally prepared to short the market on a breakdown 

under 2,110 - to target 2,100 in the @ES Futures. 

Don't get caught up in anything else - focus on the movement away from 2,110 and - if applicable 

- 2,100 (@ES Futures). 

We got to see the initial bounce up off the 2,105 level (Trade #1) and also the breakdown under this level 

toward our known target of 2,100 - it's great when price does exactly what it should based on our planning.  

After a lengthy support shelf taking place into the 2,105 target in the @ES, we were ready to play a bounce up 

off this level.  That was the foundation/logic for our FIRST trade of the day, but the bounce was very short 

lived.  Eventually, price stalled and broke under the $211.00 SPY level, triggering an aggressive breakdown 

opportunity (#2).   

Breakouts are aggressive opportunities that call for entries ON (or as close as possible) to a trendline break - 

the stop is back above the level ($211.00).  The goal - with breakouts - is to hold as long as possible, exiting 

either at a known higher frame target OR on the break above a falling trendline like we saw.   

We typically like to trade retracements after breakdowns, but Trade #3 was weak or a small stop-loss but 

Trade #4 was a successful 'sell-short' opportunity after the morning breakdown.  If you took Trade #3 but 

trailed your stop above the falling 50 EMA - which is the correct strategy - then you were fine and remained in 

the position.  Otherwise, Trade #4 was a final entry ahead of a new swing to fresh intraday lows to continue 

the downtrend. 

As always, we enter retracements on a touch of the underside of falling EMAs OR on the break under rising 

trendlines or 5-min reversal candle lows. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

PMI Mfg Index (9:45am) 

New Home Sales (10:00am) 
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July 20 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Money continued to flow OUT OF Stocks and the US Dollar... but yet at the same time Gold AND Oil pushed to 

new swing lows.  This is a very interesting situation where all of the markets we followed lost ground today 

during ongoing downswings/liquidation.  

Still, note the new lows and ongoing downtrend in Gold and Oil amid the simple retracements - so far - taking 

place against an uptrend in stocks and the Dollar. 
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Aggressive Netflix NFLX Opportunity 

 

Following up on a question from a member (to study Netflix), we're seeing an aggressive opportunity for trade 

entry or management for those trading this high-flying, gapping stock. 

Let's focus on the intraday chart for the opportunity, but for now, we continue to note the two prior gap-up 

phases and the upside action in January along with the sideways (later upside) action in April. 

The $110 level is the key focal point for triggering stop-losses... or bullish support plays. 
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Aggressive Netflix NFLX Opportunity 

 

Price is trading - with positive divergences - into the $110.00 confluence level. 

Odds seem to favor a rally up away from this level - triggering a bullish 'flag' play - above $111 and $112 (though 

aggressive traders may have already entered into $110).  That's the long/bullish buy opportunity which once again 

targets $118 or $120. 

However, any further sell-swing under $110.00 likely targets the $107.50 level and then $105 (Fibonacci Grid) as buyers 

unexpectedly liquidate positions (triggering stops on the way down from $110 if that occurs). 
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Amazon (AMZN) Will Be GAPPING UP Tomorrow: 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

With price bouncing up off the 2,091 Fibonacci Target (38.2%), we'll again look for bullish possible plays (and 

upward movement) up away from this level, particularly above 2,100 (@ES).  Note the bullish GREEN ZONE 

above 2,100 and expectation for bullish "short-squeeze" movement higher. 

Otherwise, like always, we plan our alternate or "extended retracement" thesis which would once again make 

us bearish on a swing down away from 2,100 and especially under 2,090. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Price successfully achieved our 2,100 "Round Number and dual EMA" support target and we're either going to 

play a bullish rally up off this level (see 30-min chart) or else an extended, larger retracement down away from 

2,100.  We're already logically moving down away from 2,135 and if price breaks 2,100 - as was the case in 

June under an identical planning spot - then we'll simply keep trading bearishly down toward 2,065 (200 day 

SMA).   
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Here's an updated chart of BREADTH, as measured by stocks in the S&P 500 trading above their 50 day SMA 

(middle) and 200 day Simple Moving Average (lower).   

We're seeing distribution which should make us cautious as fewer stocks are above their daily moving 

averages, but the recent swing up did see a strengthening in Breadth. 

I display the chart for you mainly to temper any rampant bullishness and make you aware that Breadth is 

surprisingly weak given the market is being short-squeezed to all-time highs on the strength of a handful of 

strong technology names (like Google and Amazon).  We follow price but the rally is certainly not as strong as 

it was earlier in 2015 with Breadth strong and confirming the trend. 


